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Clippings A study was conducted at
Cornell to better

understand how three

different landscapes
—high maintenance, low

maintenance and

wooded—in a small
suburban watershed affect

stream flow nutrient losses
via runoff.

This is important because it
indicates that reducing

runoff or nutrient loads in
the individual landscapes

will reduce storm flows, or
nutrient loads, in the

stream.
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Quiet Loyalty

Last November I had the chance to partici-

pate in a party honoring Bob Emmons on

the occasion of his retirement from SUNY

Cobleskill. Who would have thought that such

a quiet unassuming guy would have touched

so many lives. The litany of praise from former

students had me choked up for most of the

evening. Bob was loyal to us and now this was

our chance to let him know how his belief in

us, his quiet loyalty, made a difference in our

lives.

I feel fortunate to have a forum to write

about Bob, but to be honest I wouldn’t have

this forum if he hadn’t inspired me 25 years

ago. His inspiration wasn’t the passionate and

vocal “rah-rah” kind rather it was the quiet

kind. I remember feeling that Bob really listened

to me and for an 18-20 year old, it might have

been the first time I felt that anyone listened to

me.

I’ve spent many long trips over the years

with Bob traveling to speaking engagements,

visiting students, a few times finding a fishing

hole and volunteering at the US Open at

Bethpage in 2002. Getting to know him has

been one of the great joys of my life, not just

professionally but personally as well.

Here’s a guy that was about to embark upon

an Ivy League law career and instead enlists in

a war that most people didn’t want any part of.

An educated guy as a squad leader, reminds me

of the Matt Modine’s character in Stanley

Kubrick’s Full Metal Jacket. I don’t really know

if loyalty and patriotism are the same thing, but

something motivated this quiet guy to make the

sacrifice because he thought it was the right

thing to do, only to get spit on when he re-

turned to the US.

Next thing you know, after a brief and not

memorable stint as a golf course superintendent

he is studying with Bill Knoop at the Univer-

sity of New Hampshire. Of all places he and his

lovely bride Holly end up in Cobleskill and the

rest is history.

As an advisor myself now I often think about

how Bob listened to me and how that made me

feel like what I thought mattered. I remember

feeling that it was the work and your effort that

mattered not that you came from a big “turf

program”. It is an honor for me to work with

people in this industry knowing that I have a
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runoff. Similar to compacted, heavily trafficked

soil in agricultural watersheds, compacted soil

in many suburban areas may increase runoff

losses as well.

Storm drains, sewers and gutters often drain

directly into streams and or surface water bod-

ies which can short-circuit the natural attenu-

ation process provided by the soil. The combi-

nation of these factors can cause runoff losses

from suburban watersheds to be orders of mag-

nitude higher than from forested watersheds.

In many suburban watersheds, storm runoff is

generally the source of the greatest pollutant

losses and these events tend to dominate flow

from the watersheds. This is of concern because

pollutants are less likely to be remediated by

sorption to soil particles or organic matter or

undergo biological uptake if they are first sub-

jected to runoff processes.

Cornell Research

A study was conducted at Cornell to better

understand how three different landscapes—

high maintenance (HM), low maintenance

(LM) and wooded (FR)—in a small suburban

watershed affect stream flow nutrient losses via

runoff. The study began by first measuring the

effect of and differences between landscapes,

then measuring the effect of the integrated sub-

urban landscape on surface water, and corre-

lating the individual contribution of each land

use studied to stream water quality.

A 332 ha watershed in Ithaca, NY was se-

lected, which is 40% developed. Runoff col-

lected from 98 precipitation events and three

landscapes was analyzed for dissolved P (DP),

particulate P (PP), total P (TP), ammonium

(NH
4

+-N), and nitrate (NO
3

--N), and mass losses

calculated. Monitored landscapes included low

(LM) and high (HM) maintenance lawns, and

wooded (FR) areas. Stream gauges were in-

stalled at the stream entrance to the developed

area and the watershed outlet to monitor the

impact of the landscapes on stream water qual-

ity.

A multivariate analysis of the data revealed

that the most important factor to consider when

assessing water quality is the location of a land-

scape. Areas closer to the watershed outlet had

an order of magnitude more runoff and higher

nutrient losses than areas higher up in the wa-

tershed. Soluble nutrients (DP, N) were mea-

sured in higher concentrations from the HM

landscape, but with the lower runoff losses mea-

sured in the fertilized landscapes, mass losses

were not significantly different between the

three landscapes.

Particulate P and TP concentrations and

mass losses were highest from the FR landscapes

due to little or no ground cover to prevent run-

off. As the stream flowed through the devel-

oped area, there was an increase in DP, PP and

TP concentrations and loads, higher flow rates

under storm conditions and lower flow rates

under dry conditions than the predominately

forested upper watershed. N concentrations and

loads were as high, and in many cases higher at

the inflow to the developed area, than at the

watershed outlet. A regression analysis of the

individual landscapes on stream flow and nu-

trient loads has revealed a direct association

between the landscape DP, PP and TP loads to

the corresponding stream component. This is

important because it indicates that reducing

runoff or nutrient loads in the individual land-

scapes will reduce storm flows, or nutrient loads,

in the stream. Ultimately, it is imperative to as-

sess landscape performance under varying en-

vironmental conditions in order to reduce con-

tamination of surface water. 

Zachary Easton

responsibility to inspire others to find the tal-

ent they have within just like Bob inspired me.

In some ways now that he is retired I have

my own quiet loyalty to the ideals I learned from

him. Not just about turf but about life as well.

It is truly the end of an era at Cobleskill but I

am sure Alex Ellram is the kind of guy that will

begin a new and successful era. I am sure be-

cause Bob told me so and that kind of loyalty

doesn’t come around very often.

Frank S. Rossi, Ph.D.

Send Us A Letter

We enjoy receiving letters from read-
ers reacting to the articles and informa-
tion presented in CUTT. Encouraging a
free-flowing, two-way communication
between our readers and Cornell’s Turf-
grass Team can only make CUTT a better,
more relevant publication.

Send your comments to Cornell Uni-
versity Turfgrass Times, 134A Plant Science
Building, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY
14853, or via email to fsr3@cornell.edu.


